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Picture Books
Aylesworth, Jim, retel. My Grandfather’s Coat. 

illus. by barbara mcclintock. Scholastic. 
lib. ed. $17.99. ISbN 9780439925457. 
Lc 2011012226. 

PreS-Gr 2–In this charming story based on 
a Yiddish folksong, a young man comes to 
America with “little more than nothing at 
all” and makes a life for himself and his fam-
ily. mcclintock’s warm and lovely watercol-
ors brilliantly follow the story thread of the 
hard-working tailor’s handmade coat, which 
he wore on his wedding day and revamped 
over the years into a jacket, a vest, then a tie, 
and, finally, a toy for a grandchild. 

BArton, Byron. My Bus. illus. by author. Har
percollins/Greenwillow. Tr $16.99. ISbN 
9780062287366. Lc 2013007869. 

PreS-Gr 1–bus driver Joe cheerfully tools 
around town, picking up dogs and cats 
until 10 seats are full, then dropping them 
off in reconfigured groupings to travel via 
boat, train, or plane. byron’s color-blazoned 
artwork invites readers to count, calculate, 
categorize, and enjoy.

BeeBe, Katy. Brother hugo and the Bear. illus. 
by S.D. Schindler. eerdmans. rTe $17. 
ISbN 9780802854070. Lc 2013031001. 

K-Gr 3–responsible for replacing a library 
book devoured by a bear, a monk treks 
to a neighboring monastery to borrow a 
copy, readies sheepskin parchment and 
nutgall ink, and painstakingly handwrites 
the manuscript, stalked all the while by his 
still-hungry nemesis. An alchemy of viva-
cious narrative and fine-wrought illustra-
tion, steeped in history and illuminated 
with humor.

BlACKAll, sophie. the Baby tree. illus. by au-
thor. Penguin/Nancy Paulsen bks. rTe 
$17.99. ISbN 9780399257186. 

K-Gr 2–After questioning the mailman, his 
teacher, Grandpa, and other grown-ups, a 
little boy receives some comically suspect 
explanations about where babies come 
from. Some bits are true (“they come from 
a seed,” “they come from the hospital”), and 
blackall’s illustrations depicting the boy’s 
literal imaginings will elicit chuckles from 
kids and parents alike. A charming intro-
duction to the birds and the bees. 

Browne, Anthony. what If…? illus. by au-
thor. candlewick. rTe $16.99. ISbN 
9780763674199. Lc 2013952843. 

PreS-Gr 2–On his way to a birthday party, 
a boy spins wilder and wilder tales about 
what the night has in store, while his more 
practical mother soothes his fears. browne’s 
wonderfully surreal gouache and crayon il-
lustrations bring the boy’s imaginings to life 
in this pitch-perfect, reassuring exploration 
of childhood—and adult—anxieties.

Cole, henry. Big Bug. illus. by author. S. 
& S./Little Simon. Tr $14.99. ISbN 
9781442498976; ebk. $12.99. ISbN 
9781442498990. Lc 2013020626. 

PreS-Gr 2–beginning with a giant-size lady-
bug, cole’s color-saturated paintings gradu-
ally pull back, revealing that the huge insect 
looks little perched on a large leaf, which 
seems tiny next to a flower, and so on, until 
the “big…bIG sky” makes everything small. 
An elucidating and imagination-expanding 
exploration of scale and perspective.

Colón, raúl. Draw! illus. by author.  S. & 
S./Paula Wiseman bks. Tr $17.99. ISbN 

By SLJ Book Review Editors: Kiera Parrott, Luann Toth, Daryl Grabarek, Shelley M. Diaz,  
Mahnaz Dar, and Joy Fleishhacker. Headline art and illustration by Yuyi Morales.

 As the calendar year winds down, each editor reevaluates ev-
ery starred book and carefully considers titles for nomination to 
a (top secret) best books longlist. In 2014, more than 250 titles 
were starred; after many weeks spent rereading and passionately 
debating, we made our final selections. It’s a diverse list, repre-
senting a wide range of reading levels, genres, and formats.

These 70 books distinguish themselves in terms of writing, 
art, design, storytelling, originality, and appeal. This year saw 
a surprising number of picture-book biographies focusing on 
artists and the artistic process, such as Patricia maclachlan and 
Hadley Hooper’s dreamy exploration of a young Henri matisse 
in The Iridescence of Birds, Lois ehlert’s supremely child-friendly 
explanation of her creative method in The Scraps Book: Notes 
from a Colorful Life, and the radiant Viva Frida, by our distin-

guished cover artist Yuyi morales. Sev-
eral novels in verse, each unique in style, 
rhythm, and subject, made the cut: The 
Red Pencil, a poignant story set in the 
Sudan by Andrea Davis Pinkney; The 
Crossover, Kwame Alexander’s percus-

sive tale of basketball and brotherhood; and the deeply moving 
and intimate coming-of-age memoir, Brown Girl Dreaming by 
Jacqueline Woodson. In the YA space, authors continue to push 
the boundaries of genre and form, offering readers stories that 
blend magic and realism, fantasy and fact. books like Adele Grif-
fin’s The Unfinished Life of Addison Stone and Scott Westerfeld’s 
Afterworlds defy easy categorization. A strong showing of pains-
takingly researched and compulsively readable narrative non-
fiction appear on our list, from candice Fleming’s The Family 
Romanov, a multilayered look at russian history, to Gail Jarrow’s 
Red Madness, an unsettling examination of how a deadly disease 
was eventually eradicated.

From raucous read-alouds to off-the-wall adventure, there is 
something for everyone on this list; dig in and happy reading. 

THe rOAD TO beST bOOKS beGAN Over A year ago with the 

team of SLJ review editors meeting twice monthly to select starred books 

for each issue. reviewer nominations, close readings, and much discus-

sion determine which titles receive a coveted red star.
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9781442494923; ebk. $10.99. ISbN 
9781442494930. Lc 2013043781. 

PreS-Gr 3–A sickly boy escapes the confines 
of his room with a sketchbook and his imag-
ination. Soaring through African landscapes 
and treacherous terrain, the young artist 
meets new animal friends and conquers his 
fears. The luscious backdrops and motion-
filled figures jump off the page in colón’s 
stunning, wordless, and fanciful tale.

Cox, lynne. elizabeth, Queen of the seas. illus. by 
brian Floca. random/Schwartz & Wade 
bks. Tr $17.99. ISbN 9780375858888; 
lib. ed. $20.99. ISbN 9780375958885; 
ebk. $10.99. ISbN 9780375987694. Lc 
2011023586. 

K-Gr 3–A solitary elephant seal takes up 
residence in the Avon river in the heart of 
downtown christchurch, New Zealand, 
and returns several times when 
concerned citizens try to 
convince her to relo-
cate. Named for the 
Queen of england, 
this stately and regal 
city dweller makes 
herself at home and 
becomes a local celeb-
rity. A winning, straight-
forward story made distinc-
tive and buoyant through deft 
and lushly detailed watercolors.

DolAn, elys. weasels. illus. by author. can-
dlewick. Tr $17.99. ISbN 9780763671006. 
Lc 2013943084. 
Gr 1-4–How do weasels really spend their 
days? Sequestered in their high-tech lair, a 
gang of conniving critters is initiating a dia-
bolical scheme for world dominion, when 
a malfunction derails proceedings. Uproari-
ous antics unfold in frisky cartoon spreads as 
not-so-smart minions, mad scientists, and a 
monocled mastermind scurry for a solution.

FrAzee, Marla. the Farmer and the Clown. illus. 
by author. S. & S./beach Lane. Tr $17.99. 
ISbN 9781442497443; ebk. $10.99. ISbN 
9781442497450. Lc 2013019361. 

PreS-Gr 2–Two seemingly poles-apart indi-
viduals—a young clown accidentally ejected 
from a passing circus train and the stern-
faced farmer who cares for the tot until his 
family returns—experience compassion 

and companionship in this wordless ad-
venture. Frazee’s muted palette and mini-
malist backgrounds allow the characters’ 
shared affection to shine.

GAy, Marie-louise. Any Questions? illus. by 
author. House of Anansi/Groundwood. 
Tr $19.95. ISbN 9781554983827. 

K-Gr 2–In this visual and verbal (dialogue 
balloons galore) response to the 

query “Where does a story 
start?” a few kid characters 

help the author/artist ex-
plore how colors, ran-
dom words, scraps of pa-
per, and some doodles 
can lead to the germ of 

an idea. This engaging 
and inspiring look at the 

creative process results in an 
imaginative and enormously appeal-

ing story-within-a-story. 

JeFFers, oliver. once upon an Alphabet. illus. 
by author. Philomel. Tr $26.99. ISbN 
9780399167911. 

K-Gr 4–An oversize alphabet book that 
offers a short, often 
alliterative, story for 
each of the 26 letters. 
The mini-narratives 
have the feel of nurs-
ery rhymes, sometimes 
cautionary, sometimes 
ironic, and sometimes 
just wisecracking. rich 
vocabulary and sophis-
ticated visuals extend 
the audience beyond 
those just learning 
their Abcs. The bril-
liant cartoon art, the zany humor, and the 
slightly warped perspective are pure Jeffers 
and pure fun.

MAClAChlAn, Patricia. the Iridescence of Birds: 
A Book About henri Matisse. illus. by Hadley 
Hooper. roaring brook/Neal Porter bks. Tr 
$17.99. ISbN 9781596439481. 
Gr 1-4–A glimpse into the early life and 
inspirations of a young Henri matisse. 
macLachlan’s spare, poetic text focuses on 
matisse’s mother, who transformed their 
dreary home with light and color, encour-
aging her son to experiment and create. 
Hooper’s delicate relief prints and vibrant 
washes of color pay homage to matisse’s 
impressionistic style and technique, giving 
readers an opportunity to connect influ-
ences with later masterpieces. 

MorAles, yuyi. Viva Frida. illus. by au-
thor. photos by Tim O’meara. roaring 
brook/Neal Porter bks. Tr $17.99. ISbN 
9781596436039. 

Gr 1-4–rather than straight biography, 
morales presents an exploration of Frida 
Kahlo’s artistic process. Simple statements 
in english and Spanish (“I see...Veo…”) 
are set against stunningly detailed mixed-
media illustrations. Photographs of intri-
cately handcrafted puppets (Frida, Diego, 

and several woodland creatures) 
give way to flowing scenes ren-
dered in acrylics as Frida and 
readers embark on a dream 
sequence. An elegant introduc-
tion to Kahlo’s unique vision 
and a joyful embrace of the ar-
tistic spark.       

nolAn, Dennis. hunters of the Great 
Forest. illus. by author. roaring 
brook/Neal Porter bks. rTe 
$17.99. ISbN 9781596438965. 
K-Gr 2–In this stunning word-

less picture book, several Lilliputian hunt-
ers make a long journey through the woods 
in search of sustenance, encountering ob-
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ehrlICh, esther. nest. random/Wendy Lamb 
bks. Tr $16.99. ISbN 9780385386074; ebk. 
$10.99. ISbN 9780385386098. 
Gr 4-6–“chirp” Orenstein lives year round 
on a salt marsh on cape cod and is a bud-
ding dancer and an avid birdwatcher. The 
11-year-old’s idyllic childhood ends when 
her vivacious, free-spirited dancer mother is 
diagnosed with multiple sclerosis and slips 
into a deep and irreversible depression. eh-
rlich tackles tough subjects with tenderness 
and grace as she shines a light on family 
strength and resilience in the face of loss.

Foxlee, Karen. ophelia and the Marvelous Boy. 
Knopf. Tr $16.99. ISbN 9780385753548. 
Lc 2013012236. 

Gr 4-6–With her mother recently dead, 
Ophelia’s on her own, wandering the mu-
seum where her father works until she 
comes across an imprisoned young boy 
who sends her on a series of perilous tasks. 
Foxlee sensitively conveys a child’s experi-
ences of loss and death with exhilarating 
adventure, fraught with just the right level 
of danger to hook budding fantasy lovers.

lAGerCrAntz, rose. My heart Is laughing. il-
lus. by eva eriksson. Gecko Pr. Tr $16.95. 
ISbN 9781877579523. 

Gr 1-3–Sweetly optimistic Dani almost never 
lets life get her down, but her spirits flag 
when she encounters a pair of class bullies, 
an especially trying experience without the 
support of her best friend, who recently 
moved. This simple yet sensitively drawn 
narrative from an author with an intuitive 
understanding of the joys and pains of child-
hood makes for a delightfully reassuring tale.

MArtIn, Ann M. rain reign. Feiwel & Friends. 
Tr $16.99. ISbN 9780312643003; ebk. 
$9.99. ISbN 9781250064233. 

Gr 4-6–Literal-minded rose finds joy in 
discovering homophones (words that sound 
the same but have different meanings). 
Diagnosed with Asperger’s, rose struggles 
when rules are broken, making her an out-
cast in school and straining the tenuous re-
lationship with her impatient and verbally 
abusive father. A surprising bond with a 
stray dog and the loving support of her 
Uncle Weldon help rose discover hidden 
strengths. readers will root for this seem-
ingly unlikely hero. 

his domineering older brother are con-
veyed via succinctly stated precepts and 
stunning surreal paintings replete with 
outlandish creatures and reality-tilting 
events. mesmerizing scenarios ranging 
from disconcerting to wondrous are un-
derpinned with revelations about sibling 
relationships and the rule-smashing pos-
sibilities of imagination. n

stacles that are small by human standards 
but enormously challenging for this en-
dearingly stalwart little band. Nolan deftly 
plays with perspective, with results that are 
humorous, clever, awe-inspiring.

soMAn, David. three Bears in a Boat. il-
lus. by author. Dial. rTe $17.99. ISbN 
9780803739932. Lc 2013017796. 

PreS-Gr 1–After they accidentally shat-
ter mama’s beautiful blue seashell, three 
scampish siblings opt to replace it rather 
than ’fess up, sailing off on a daring high-
seas expedition that tests their fortitude and 
reveals truths about taking responsibility. 
A grand adventure, told with buoyant brio 
and eye-drowning oceanscapes.

tAn, shaun. rules of summer. illus. by au-
thor. Scholastic/ Arthur A. Levine bks. 
Tr $18.99. ISbN 9780545639125. 

K-Gr 4–A boy’s far-ranging adventures with 

Middle Grade
AlexAnDer, Kwame. the Crossover. Hough-

ton Harcourt. Tr $16.99. ISbN 9780 
544107717. Lc 4500437263. 

Gr 6 Up–employing the staccato rhythms 
of the basketball court, this novel in verse 
paints a portrait of twin brothers and star 
athletes Josh and Jordan. Alexander’s words 
push, pull, and pulse across the page as 
readers identify with Josh’s jealousy over 
his brother’s first girlfriend. more than 
sports fiction, more than a tale of sibling 
rivalry, this is a story about forgiveness, re-
silience, and family. 

AuxIer, Jonathan. the night Gardener. 
Abrams/Amulet. Tr $16.95. 
ISbN 9781419711442. 

Gr 5-8–In this spine-tingling 
and atmospheric tale in the vic-
torian gothic tradition, orphan 
molly and her little brother Kip 
find work as servants for an odd 
and sickly family in a dilapidated 
english mansion. creaky stairs, 
darkened hallways, malevolent 
spirits, and one terrifying tree 
will set readers’ hearts pound-
ing. Auxier explores the power of 

storytelling and the unbreakable bond be-
tween siblings. 

Bell, Cece. el Deafo. illus. by author. Abrams/
Amulet. Tr $21.95. ISbN 9781419710209; 
pap. $10.95. ISbN 9781419712173. 

Gr 2-6–Navigating a new school and 
friendships can be tricky, but when things 
get tough, cece dons her alternate perso-
na, el Deafo,  whose superpowers—which 
emanate from the Phonic ear strapped to 
her chest—help her find her way in the 
hearing world and discover the person she  
wants to be. With liberal doses of humor 
and quirky color drawings, this touching 
autobiographical graphic novel leaps off 
the pages straight into readers’ hearts. 
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oPPel, Kenneth. the Boundless.  S. & S.  Tr 
$15.99. ISbN 9781442472884; ebk. $10.99. 
ISbN 9781442472907. Lc 2013009879. 

Gr 5-8–Will everett, son of a canadian 
railway exec, is booked on The Bound-
less, a gilded transcontinental supertrain 
that boasts all the bells and whistles of the 
steam age. Accidentally separated from his 
dad, Will winds up on the back of the mile-
long train, trying to make his way up front. 
This breathless adventure features nefarious 
criminals, kindly circus performers, and fe-
rocious Sasquatch. rip-roaring good fun. 

PInKney, Andrea Davis. the red Pencil. illus. 
by Shane W. evans. Little, brown.  Tr 
$17. ISbN 9780316247801; ebk. $9.99. 
ISbN 9780316247818. 

Gr 5-7–In this lyrical “novel told in poems, 
pictures, and possibilities,” 12-year-old Ami-
ra’s family life and dreams of going to school 
are shattered when Janjaweed militants at-
tack her Sudanese village and force the sur-
vivors to flee to a refugee camp. Silenced by 
her grief, the girl’s voice and spirit are slowly 
restored by the amazing gift of a tablet and a 
red pencil. A heartening and powerful read.

Preus, Margi. west of the Moon. Abrams/Am-
ulet. Tr $16.95. ISbN 9781419708961. 
Lc 2013023250. 

Gr 5-8–Norway—it’s not just for Disney 
princesses anymore! In this enchanting story 
set in the mid-19th century, two sisters are 
separated by grim circumstances until the 
resourceful Astri escapes from her wretched 
goatherd master and finds Greta, and the girls 
make their way west to meet their destiny in 
America. Weaving superstition and folkloric 
elements into a gripping narrative, Preus cre-
ates a unique brand of magical storytelling.

runDell, Katherine. Cartwheeling in thun-
derstorms. S. & S. Tr $16.99. ISbN 
9781442490611; ebk. $10.99. ISbN 
9781442490635. Lc 2013021053. 

Gr 4-7–Will, 12, is a quintessential wild 
child, having grown up on a farm in Zim-
babwe run by her british father. When he 
dies, she is sent to a boarding school in eng-
land and must use all of the survival skills 
she learned in the bush, and then some, to 
negotiate this strange new world. Will is a 
firecracker of a character whose distinctive 
voice and indomitable spirit will stay with 
readers for a long while.

telGeMeIer, raina. sisters. illus. by author. 
Scholastic/Graphix. Tr $24.99. ISbN 
9780545540599; pap. $10.99. ISbN 
9780545540605; ebk. $10.99. ISbN 9780 
545540667. Lc 2013008700. 

Gr 4 Up–In a follow-up to Smile (Scholastic, 
2010), Telgemeier recounts the highs and 
lows of sisterhood—from the annoying to 
the heartwarming. Set against the backdrop 
of a summer road trip, the humorous nar-
rative and the expressive art capture the in-
tricacies of the tenuous sibling bond in this 
pitch-perfect graphic novel memoir.

wIles, Deborah. revolution. (The Sixties Tril-
ogy: bk. 2). Scholastic. Tr $19.99. ISbN 
9780545106078. 

Gr 5 Up–In the second installment of her 
documentary novel series, Wiles introduces 
Sunny and raymond, two kids from Green-
wood, mS, who, though close geographi-
cally, lead vastly different lives. In alternating 
perspectives sprinkled with song lyrics, pho-
tos, and other ephemera, readers learn about 
the tumultuous Freedom Summer of 1964, 
the injustice of Jim crow laws, and the brave 
acts of ordinary people who risked their lives 
in the fight for civil rights. n

Young Adult
AnDerson, laurie halse. the Impossible 

Knife of Memory. viking. Tr $18.99. 
ISbN 9780670012091. 

Gr 9 Up–more par-
ent figure than child, 
Hayley copes with the 
burden of her war vet 
dad’s severe post-trau-
matic stress disorder 
by affecting a snarky 
bravado. While her 
father buries his pain 
in drink and drugs, 
Haley slowly opens 
herself to the possibil-
ity of love. With flash-
back chapters from 
the father’s point of view, Anderson offers 
an emotional—but never overwrought—
examination of the devastating effects of 
war, set alongside an authentic and tender 
coming-of-age romance. 

Arnett, Mindee. Avalon. ebook available. 
Harpercollins/balzer & bray.  Tr $17.99. 
ISbN 9780062235596. Lc 2013005155. 

Gr 9 Up–Jeth Seagrave, who heads a mot-
ley crew of teen space pirates in the ser-

vice of an interstellar crime lord, 
hopes to regain his family space-
ship, Avalon. During a disastrous 
exploit, he reunites with his long-
thought-dead and supposedly 
treasonous scientist mother and a 
half-alien half-sister, which spirals 
into an out-of-this-world mission. 
A riveting sci-fi thriller.

GrIFFIn, Adele. the unfinished life 
of Addison stone. Soho Teen. Tr 
$17.99. ISbN 9781616953607; 
ebk. ISbN 9781616953614. 

Gr 8 Up–Already a star of the New York 
city art scene and nightlife, teen prodigy 
Addison was the envy of many—but now 
she’s dead. Told entirely from diary entries, 
interviews, photos, newspaper clippings, 
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emails, and reproductions of the boundary-
pushing artist’s work, this faux memoir de-
fies convention and will have readers con-
templating genius, longevity, and the cost 
of fame and questioning whether Addison’s 
death was really an accident.

hAn, Jenny. to All the Boys I’ve loved Before. 
S. & S. Tr $17.99. ISbN 9781442426702; 
ebk. $10.99. ISbN 9781442426726. Lc 
2013022311. 

Gr 7-10–middle sister Lara Jean Song is 
content to live vicariously through 
her older sister’s relationship with 
boy-next-door Josh, until her secret 
love letter is mysteriously mailed to 
him—along with every other mis-
sive she’s written to past infatua-
tions. Juggling that catastrophe, her 
mom’s death, and a possible new 
love interest, the teen struggles to 
stay true to her heart in this light 
romance and family-centered story.

KInG, A.s. Glory o’Brien’s history of the 
Future. Little, brown. Tr $18. ISbN 
9780316222723. 

Gr 9 Up–In this richly textured coming-
of-age story, Glory O’brien finds herself 
blessed—or cursed—with the gift to see 
the pasts and futures of those around her. 
A master of magical realism, King has 
crafted a nuanced portrait of a whip-smart 
but troubled teenager, skillfully weaving 
in themes of feminism, friendship, family, 
and identity.

lAFeVers, robin. Mortal heart. (His Fair Assas-
sin: bk. 3). ebook available. Houghton Har-
court.  Tr $17.99. ISbN 9780547628400. 
Lc 2014001877. 

Gr 9 Up–Dutiful, convent-raised Annith 
impatiently awaits her first assignment to 
serve as a Handmaiden of Death to the god 
mortain. She takes matters into her own 
hands and sets off on her own crusade, dur-
ing which she encounters demons, betray-
al, and even true love. Action-packed prose 
and heart-pounding romance permeates 
this tale set in the 15th-century brittany 
court. A thrilling conclusion to the genre-
bending trilogy.

loCKhArt, e. we were liars. Delacorte. Tr 
$17.99. ISbN 9780385741262; lib. ed. 

$20.99. ISbN 9780375989940; ebk. ISbN 
9780375984402. 

Gr 9 Up–cadence is still struggling to 
make sense of the mysterious accident that 
shattered her world two years ago when 
she was spending an annual summer va-
cation with her wealthy extended family. 
Told from the perspective of an unreliable 
yet compelling narrator, this lyrical and 
intoxicating tale melds themes of family 
dysfunction, class, race, and gender with 
the strange and fantastical. Unforgettable.

MAGuIre, Gregory. egg & spoon. candle-
wick. Tr $17.99. ISbN 9780763672201; 
ebk. ISbN 9780763675820. 

Gr 7 Up–readers are swept away in this 
epic, folkloric fantasy set in tsarist russia. 
When a poor peasant girl accidentally 
trades places with a wealthy young aristo-
crat, a grand adventure is set into motion, 
featuring one of the most memorable sup-
porting characters in recent memory: baba 
Yaga, an anachronistic witch with a killer 
sense of humor. rich language, cheeky 
jokes, and multilayered storytelling.  

MorACho, Cristina. Althea & oliver. viking. 
Tr $17.99. ISbN 9780670785391. Lc 
2013041135. 

Gr 9 Up–North carolina teens Althea and 
Oliver have been besties since they were 
kids, tackling anything that gets in their 
way, until it becomes clear that something 
is seriously wrong with Oliver. He opts 
to go to New York to be part of a clini-
cal study. After a major betrayal, Althea 
decides to head to the big Apple, too, to 
make amends and try to salvage their re-
lationship. Teens will embrace this smart, 
funny, and tenderhearted story.  

nelson, Jandy. I’ll Give you the sun. eb-
ook available. Dial. Tr $17.99. ISbN 
9780803734968. 

Gr 9 Up–Talented fraternal twins Jude and 
Noah are inseparable at age 13 and practi-
cally strangers at age 16. In the years that 
have transpired, a tragic event has torn their 
family apart, and readers must puzzle 
through the alternating chapters and time 
lines to figure out if the siblings’ relation-
ship could ever be made whole again. Filled 
with lyrical prose, swoon-worthy romance, 

and threads of magical realism, this 
luminous coming-of-age novel shines..

QuIntero, Isabel. Gabi: A Girl in Pieces.  
cinco Puntos. Tr $17.95. ISbN 
9781935955948; pap. $11.95. ISbN 
9781935955955; ebk. $11.95. ISbN 
9781935955962. Lc 2014007658. 
Gr 9 Up–In this epistolary novel, Gabi 
Hernandez copes with body image, 
boys, friends, enemies, and her moth-
er’s advice (“eyes open, legs closed”), 
all with humor and honesty. readers 
will fall in love with this smart, em-
powered teen who embraces her body, 

explores her dawning sexuality with authen-
tic awkwardness, and offers compassion and 
support to her peers, even in the midst of 
her own drama. 

sMIth, Andrew. Grasshopper Jungle. ebook 
available. Dutton. Tr $18.99. ISbN 9780 
525426035; pap. ISbN 9781 405273411. 

Gr 10 Up–A deep dive into the mind of 
a teenage boy as he navigates sexual-
ity, manhood, friendship, and the end of 
the world in the form of six-foot-tall, sex-
crazed mutant grasshoppers. With a tan-
talizing pace and a narrative voice that is 
brutally, cringingly honest and peppered 
with swear words and the minutiae of 
small-town life, this oddball offering is 
simply mind-blowing. 

stIeFVAter, Maggie. Blue lily, lily Blue. (The 
raven cycle: bk. 3). Scholastic. Tr 
$18.99. ISbN 9780545424967; ebk. ISbN 
9780545662901. 

Gr 9 Up–This chapter in the gripping saga 
steeped in American mountain lore and 
Welsh mythology  centers on blue Sar-
gent—friend, confidante, and potential 
love interest of at least one of the raven 
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boys—and the mysterious 
disappearance of her psychi-
cally inclined mother. Sti-
efvater spins a complex and 
intriguing yarn, with magic 
interwoven throughout and 
fully realized and compel-
ling characterizations. 

tAMAKI, Mariko. this one sum-
mer. illus. by Jillian Tama-
ki. First Second. Tr $21.99. 
ISbN 9781626720947; 
pap. $17.99. ISbN 9781596437746. 

Gr 8 Up–rose spends a life-changing sum-
mer with her close friend Windy, trying 
to make sense of everything from parental 
woes to the drama of older teenage ac-
quaintances. In this affecting graphic novel, 
Tamaki expertly captures the joys and frus-
trations of that transitional period between 
childhood and adolescence through the 
experiences of this appealingly snarky but 
genuinely endearing pair.

trIPP, Ben. the Accidental highwayman. il-
lus. by author. Tor Teen. Tr $17.99. 
ISbN 9780765335494; ebk. ISbN 
9781466822634. 

Gr 6 Up–Former circus performer Kit bris-
tol unwittingly stumbles into the shoes of 
his master, who moonlights as the highway-
man Whistling Jack, and must take on his 
dangerous quest to rescue the fairy Princess 
morgana from her fate as King George III of 
england’s bride. A tale of swashbuckling ad-
venture, goblins, fairy magic, and derring-do.

wAlton, leslye. the strange and Beautiful 
sorrows of Ava lavender. candlewick. Tr 
$17.99. ISbN 9780763665661. 

Gr 9 Up–The fact that Ava Lavender was 
born with wings is only the beginning of this 
multigenerational tale about the women of 
the roux family. Gorgeous prose, which 
echoes with the literary spirit of Isabel Al-
lende and Gabriel García márquez, traces 
the history of heartbreak through each suc-
cessive generation. Ghosts, sensual baked 
goods, cruelty, and compassion all weave 
seamlessly into this atmospheric story that 
will haunt readers long after the last page. 

westerFelD, scott. Afterworlds. S. & 
S./Simon Pulse. Tr $19.99. ISbN 9781 

481422345; ebk. $10.99. 
ISbN 9781481422369. 
Gr 8 Up–This compel-
ling read consists of dual 
narratives, one of which 
is a realistic account of 
teen novelist Darcy, who 
moves to New York and 
tries to navigate the vola-
tile world of YA publish-
ing. The second involves 
the story that Darcy has 
written, which stars a 

teenage girl who has a near-death experi-
ence and finds herself able to see ghosts 
and travel back and forth between the real 

world and the afterworld. A smart, genre-
bending exploration of life imitating art 
and the creative process.

wolItzer, Meg. Belzhar. Dutton. Tr $17.99. 
ISbN 9780525423058; ebk. $10.99. 
ISbN 9781101600276. 

Gr 9 Up–After the death of a loved one 
leaves her reeling, Jam is sent to a school 
for troubled teens, where a tight-knit eng-
lish class devoted to studying Sylvia Plath’s 
The Bell Jar offers her an unexpected op-
portunity to heal. Infused with a hefty dose 
of magical realism, this gripping novel will 
envelop readers, slamming them with an 
unforgettably shocking conclusion. n

Nonfiction
BryAnt, Jen. the right word: roget and his 

thesaurus. illus. by melissa Sweet. eerd-
mans. Tr $17.50. ISbN 9780802853851. 

Gr 2-5–bryant introduces a timid boy fer-
vent about list-making and learning and his 
lifelong endeavor: compiling a “treasure 
house” of synonyms ac-
cessible to all. Like roget, 
Sweet’s collage artwork—
adorned with antique prints 
and glorious cascades of 
words—elevates lexicology 
to an art form.

ChArleyBoy, lisa & Mary Beth 
leatherdale, eds. Dream-
ing in Indian: Contemporary 
native American Voices. 
Annick. Tr $19.95. ISbN 
9781554516872; ebk. 
ISbN 9781554516889. 

Gr 7 Up–Including poetry, prose, inter-
views, and photographs, these firsthand 
accounts of young people describing what 
it means to be Native in North America 
are sometimes funny, occasionally heart-
breaking, but always honest. Innovative in 
its scope of subjects and its treatment, this 
enticingly designed compilation presents a 
true harmony of voices.

ehlert, lois. the scraps Book: notes from a 
Colorful life. illus. by author. S. & S./beach 
Lane. Tr $17.99. ISbN 9781442435711; 

ebk. $10.99. ISbN 9781442435728. Lc 
2012041869. 

Gr 2-5–ehlert’s eye-dazzling memoir 
touches on her birth and evolution as 
artist, celebrates the joy of creativity, and 
encourages readers to discover a colorful 
life all their own. This intimate medley of 
memories, inspirations, and collage-making 

techniques is adorned 
with crisp photos, book 
mock-ups, and repro-
duced artwork. 

ellIott, David. on the wing. 
illus. by becca Stadtland-
er. candlewick. Tr $16.99. 
ISbN 9780763653248. 
Lc 2013953538. 
K-Gr 3–A sweeping and 
elegant look at the avian 
world is delivered via 
artful gouache paint-
ings and astute and witty 

verses. elliott distills the essences of these 
birds, from tiny flitting hummingbirds to 
dancing Japanese cranes and soaring An-
dean condors, in lush and lyrical language.

FleIsChMAn, Paul. eyes wide open: Going 
Behind the environmental headlines. candle-
wick. Tr $17.99. ISbN 9780763671020; 
ebk. $9.99. ISbN 9780763675455. Lc 
2013953458. 
Gr 6 Up–This aptly named work is a call 
to arms that will shatter teens’ precon-
ceived notions about the environment. 
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Fleischman drills down to the heart of the 
matter, using psychology, economics, and 
politics to explain the difficulty of tackling 
these issues. This explosive title urges read-
ers to question everything, and will inspire 
them to become informed, active mem-
bers of society.

FleMInG, Candace. the Family romanov: Murder, 
rebellion, and the Fall of Imperial russia. ran-
dom. Tr $18.99. ISbN 9780375867828; 
lib. ed. $21.99. ISbN 9780375967825; 
ebk. $10.99. ISbN 9780375898648. Lc 
2013037904. 

Gr 9 Up–An utterly captivating, brilliantly 
researched look at one of the most (in)fa-
mous royal families. Fleming offers an inti-
mate exploration of Nicholas II, the last tsar 
of russia, and the tragic fate of his offspring, 
set against the larger history of the russian 
revolution. Peppering each section are 
primary-source accounts detailing the des-
titute lives of peasants, tellingly juxtaposed 
against the conspicuous wealth of the ro-
manovs. A superb work of history that will 
be devoured like fiction. 

JAneCzKo, Paul B., sel. Firefly July: A year 
of Very short Poems. illus. by melissa 
Sweet. candlewick. Tr $16.99. ISbN 
9780763648428. Lc 2013943087. 

K-Gr 4–Thirty-six poems carefully selected 
by Janeczko and organized by season are 
given the Sweet treatment. Kaleidoscopic 
colors, playful compositions, and a sense of 
whimsy help support and extend the short 
poems. William carlos Williams and em-
ily Dickinson are joined by more contem-
porary poets like Joyce Sidman. Pick a poet 
or pick a season; readers will be delighted 
no matter how they approach this lumi-
nous work. 

JArrow, Gail. red Madness: how a Medical 
Mystery Changed what we eat. calkins 
creek. Tr $16.95. ISbN 9781590787328. 
Lc 2013953464. 

Gr 6 Up–With this expertly researched explo-
ration of pellagra, a potentially fatal illness 
characterized by an alarming red rash, Jarrow 
offers not only a persuasive argument for the 
importance of the scientific method but a 
rich, sociocultural explanation for the—now 
eradicated—disease’s prevalence. replete 
with primary-source photos, the design oozes 

kid appeal, while the narrative brims with 
compellingly presented information.

JenKIns, steve. eye to eye: how Animals see the 
world. illus. by author. Houghton Harcourt. 
Tr $17.99. ISbN 9780547959078. 

Gr 3-6–Through visionary author and illus-
trator Jenkins’s clear prose and strikingly 
bold trademark torn-and-cut paper illustra-
tions, readers get up close and—extreme-
ly—personal with the visual organs of myri-
ad creatures. Jenkins doles out fun and unex-
pected facts about different animals and 
presents an easily digestible, incredibly infor-
mative overview of the evolution of the eye 
that readers won’t soon forget.

Johnson, Angela. All Different now: Juneteenth, 
the First Day of Freedom. illus. by e.b. 
Lewis. S. & S. Tr $17.99. ISbN 9780 
689873768; ebk. ISbN 9781481406475. 
Lc 2011038273. 

Gr 3 Up–A moment in history—emancipa-
tion Day in coastal Texas—is made palpable 
for modern readers through Johnson’s el-
egant prose and Lewis’s sun-drenched and 
evocative watercolors. The book provides 
quotidian details of this date in June 1865 
as a family wakens at dawn to work the cot-
ton fields until the news reaches them and 
joyous folks gathered to eat, laugh, and tell 
stories as free people for the very first time.

MArrIn, Albert. A Volcano Beneath the snow: 
John Brown’s war Against slavery. Knopf. Tr 
$19.99. ISbN 9780307981523; lib. ed. 
$22.99. ISbN 9780307981530; ebk. $10.99. 
ISbN 9780385753401. Lc 2012043231. 
Gr 7 Up–Fascinating details about the life of 
a man some called a martyr, others a fanatic, 
and the highly charged debates surrounding 
slavery in mid-19th-century America set the 

stage for this absorbing examination of the 
1859 raid on Harpers Ferry. The questions 
raised by a God-fearing individual who was 
willing to kill and to die “to right a moral 
wrong” still haunt us today. Abundant black-
and-white photos and reproductions support 
this articulate, well-researched history.  

nerI, G. hello, I’m Johnny Cash. illus. by A.G. 
Ford. candlewick. Tr $16.99. ISbN 
9780763662455. 

Gr 3-5–This affectionate tribute to country 
icon Johnny cash focuses on pivotal mo-
ments, such as the loss of a beloved brother 
and early glimpses of future wife June cart-
er. Written in beautifully crafted verse that 

echoes cash’s own downhome lyrics and 
featuring expressive oil paintings, this picture 
book biography lets the man in black shed 
his larger-than-life image, becoming a still-
inspiring but incredibly relatable figure.

Powell, Patricia hruby. Josephine: the Dazzling 
life of Josephine Baker. illus. by christian 
robinson. chronicle. Tr $17.99. ISbN 
9781452103143. Lc 2012030440. 

Gr 5-8–effervescent text and paintings that 
shimmy with pizzazz spotlight a talented per-
former and boundary-breaking civil rights 
advocate. From impoverished childhood in 
segregated St. Louis to later trials and tri-
umphs on and off the stage, this biography 
informs readers while trumpeting baker’s in-
novative, uninhibited, and indomitable spirit. 

rAsChKA, Chris. the Cosmobiography of sun 
ra: the sound of Joy Is enlightening. illus. 
by author. candlewick. Tr $15.99. ISbN 
9780763658069. Lc 2013944131. 

Gr 3-6–Jazz musician Herman P. “Sonny” 
blount, aka Sun ra, gets his due in the ac-
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claimed raschka’s psychedelic picture book 
biography. With spare, kid-friendly text; 
vivid watercolor-and-ink illustrations; and 
the creator’s characteristic black line, this 
work heralds the iconic African American 
composer and pianist born in birmingham, 
AL, in 1914 and shines a light on his avant-
garde talent. A brilliant performance.

roy, Katherine. neighborhood sharks: hunt-
ing with the Great whites of California’s 
Farallon Islands. illus. by author. roar-
ing brook/David macaulay Studio. Tr 
$17.99. ISbN 9781596438743. 

Gr 1-4–Debut author roy takes on the her-
culean task of presenting sharks in a fresh, 
new light and succeeds with 
this gorgeous pic-
ture book. Featur-
ing vivid watercol-
ors, this thoroughly 
researched exami-
nation of one of the 
ocean’s most effi-
cient predators cov-
ers feeding habits, 
anatomy, and field 
research with ingenious use of visual meta-
phor and simple yet inventive prose.

russell-Brown, Katheryn. little Melba and 
her Big trombone. illus. by Frank mor-
rison. Lee & Low. rTe $18.95. ISbN 
9781600608988. Lc 2013033662. 

Gr 2-5–born in Kansas city in 1926 with 
the “plink,” “hum,” and “thrum” of mu-
sic dancing in her head, melba Doretta 
Liston befriended a “long funny-looking 
horn” at age seven and taught herself 
to play. euphonious text and kinetic oil 
paintings introduce a jazz virtuoso who 
faced down discrimination and wowed the 
world with her divine sound.

sheInKIn, steve. the Port Chicago 50: Disaster, 
Mutiny, and the Fight for Civil rights. roaring 
brook. Tr $19.99. ISbN 9781596437968. 

Gr 7 Up–In July 1944, after a massive ex-
plosion killed 202 of the African Ameri-
cans assigned to load ammunition onto 
ships and injured hundreds more, 50 
survivors refused to resume the danger-
ous work and were charged with mutiny. 
Incorporating quotes from the sailors, the 
trial transcripts, and information on gov-
ernment policies, this powerfully told story 
explores the blatant injustices surrounding 
the event and its aftermath and the future 
lives of the men involved.

sIDMAn, Joyce. winter Bees & other Poems of 
the Cold. illus. by rick Allen. Houghton 
Harcourt. Tr $17.99. ISbN 97805479 
06508. 

K-Gr 4–As cold creeps into Northern climes, 
sleeping tundra swans dream of their soon-
to-be journey, snakes slither underground 
to “tranquil bays” to wait for spring, and 
a snowflake spins to earth, “arms out-
stretched,/lace sprouting from fingertips.” 
Twelve distinctive poems pair with mag-
nificent frost-bedazzled illustrations and 

fact-filled sidebars to eloquently 
encapsulate the season’s ecology 
and ambiance.

sís, Peter. the Pilot and the little Prince: the 
life of Antoine de saint-exupéry. illus. by au-
thor. Farrar/Frances Foster bks. Tr $17.99. 
ISbN 9780374380694. Lc 2013027732. 

Gr 4 Up–Saint-exupéry came of age in the 
early years of aviation, and flying became his 
lifelong obsession, which he did profession-
ally, for the military, and for pleasure, when 
he wasn’t writing about his adventures. Sís’s 
signature pointillistic artwork perfectly suits 

his subject both in precision and in pan-
oramic vision, blending realism, surrealism, 
and imaginative dreamscapes. A thrilling ad-
venture between the covers of a book.

sIsson, stephanie roth. star stuff: Carl sa-
gan and the Mysteries of the Cosmos. illus. 
by author. roaring brook. rTe $17.99. 
ISbN 9781596439603. 

Gr 1-3–Sisson’s first book as author and il-
lustrator adeptly captures the wonder and 
curiosity that drove young carl Sagan to 
become the well-renowned and much-
beloved astronomer, science writer, and 
eventual Tv show host of Cosmos. The 
simple and engaging text is accompanied 
by star-filled, imagination-infused, and 
vibrant images that vary in design—from 
scrapbook to comic book-style. A stellar of-
fering for STem enthusiasts.

tonAtIuh, Duncan. separate Is never equal: 
sylvia Mendez & her Family’s Fight for De-
segregation. illus. by author. Abrams. 
rTe $18.95. ISbN 9781419710544. Lc 
2013032089. 

Gr 2-5–When eight-year-old Sylvia, an 
American citizen of Latin American heri-
tage, was denied enrollment in her neigh-
borhood school and sent to a much inferior 

“mexican school,” her 
family initiated a law-
suit that ended segre-
gation in california 
and paved the way for 
progress nationwide. 
An important story 
told with lucid text, 
expressive, mixtec-
inspired folk art, and 
in-depth end matter.

 
wooDson, Jacqueline. Brown Girl Dreaming. 

Penguin/Nancy Paulsen bks. Tr $16.99. 
ISbN 9780399252518. 

Gr 4-7–This rich and nuanced memoir in 
verse captures the tenor of the times and the 
specifics of Woodson’s family roots in Ohio, 
the Deep South, and in brooklyn, New 
York. The poems tie together the author’s 
personal experiences, shared memories, 
and understanding of the past to tease out 
the many forces and influences that contrib-
uted to her becoming a writer. An accessible 
and engaging tour de force. n
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